
April20rn,2024

SUB: Quotation for Painting work to Extemal wall of Tarapore Hall & Nursery Building at SNDT

Women's Pune Campus

Madam/Sir,

Sealed quotations are invited for Quotation for Painting work to External wall of Tarapore
Hall & Nursery Building at SNDT Women's Pune Campus. Interested authorized vendors are supposed

to submit their quote along with their detail profile in the format given in "Annexure A" on their
company letter head. Quotation should be submitted to the office of "The Registrar" at Churchgate

campus on or before Contractor should submit their quotes in two
envelopes enclosed in single envelope along with Technical bid envelope & financial bid envelope.

Subject should be mentioned on each envelop.

Envelop may contains following documents in respective envelop:

A) Technical Bid

i. Profile of the vendor

ii. Work Experience Certificate from the concerned the organization where

work has been executed.

iii. GST Certificate

iv. PAN Copy

v. If GST is not applicable then declaration of the same.

vi. If GST is applicable, then No Dues Certificate authorized by a Chartered

Accountant

B) Financial Bid
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Mentioning including all taxes

If required work is mentioned component wise then the amount is to be given

component wise in the prescribed format.

submitted in closed envelop and on top write the subject. As mentioned in the

The University reserves the right to reiect any or all quotations without assigning any reasons
thereof.

Regards,

Nandavadekar

02nd May, 2024



(Offer should filled on letter head)
Annexure A

To,

The Registrar,
SNDT Women's University,
Churchgate, Mumbai

Sub: Quotation for Painting work to External wall of Tarapore Hall & Nursery Building at
SNDT Women's Pune Campus.

Respected Madam/Sir,

With reference to subject cited above we would like to furnish our quote with best rate
possible as below:

Sr.
No.

Description of work Qty. Unit Rate Amount

1 Removing the existing cement plaster of any
thickness without causing dust nulsance and
stacking the debris upto a distance of 50 meters or
spreading in the comound and cleaning the site etc.

65.00 Sqm

) Providing sand faced plaster externaily in cement

mortar using approved screened sand, in all
positions including base coat of 1.5 mm thick in
cement mortar 1:4 using waterproofing compound

at 1-Kilogramper cement bag curing the same for
not less than 2 days and keeping the surface of the

base coat rough to receive the sand faced treatment
6 to B mm thick in cement mortar 1:4 finishing the

surface by taking out grains and curing for fourteen
days scaffolding etc.complete.

65.00 Sqm

3 Scrapping the old plasterd surface with sand paper

and wire brush including scaffolding, preparing the
surface etc. complete.

1857.00 Sqm

4 Providing and Applying two coats of exterior
acraylic emulsion confirming to correspoinding I.S.

paint of approved manufacture and of approved

colour to the plastered surface including cleaning,

preparing the plaster surface,applying primor coat,

scaffolding if necessary and watening the surface

for two days etc,complete.

1857.00 sqm

5 Providing and applying Royale Luxury Emulsion of
approved make on internal wall surface as detailed

below Scrapping for surface with emery paper and

wipe clean for area. Applying Asian / Berger /

110.00 Sqm



Nerolac /Delux Paints or equipment wall primer

with brush by adding mineral turpentine oil by B to

10o/o or water by 15 to 20% allowing to dry for 6 to

B hours After applying Asian/ Berger/Nerolac

/Delux Paints or equivalent acrylic wall putty with
appropriate proportion of water of allow to dry for
period of 4 to 6 hours of activity. Scrapping with
emery paper and wipe clean Applying paints

Royale Luxury emulsion Lst coat with brush water
content water 40 to 450/o or 65 to 70o/o by role

Applying paints Royale luxury emulsion 2nd coat

with brush with water content 40 to 450/o or 65 to

700/oby roller. (With prior approval of S.E.)

6 Providing and applying two coat of synthetic

enamel paints of approved colour to new/old
structural steel/wood work in building including

scrapping old surface, priming coats and

scafoolding preparing the old surface etc.complete.

92.00 sqm

Total

Taxes will be paid at actual at the prevailing
time.
Net Total




